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based on the co-authored monograph trilogy 

BASES OF AN INNOVATIVE SUSTAINABLE SOCIALY 

RESPONSIBLE (ISSR) SOCIETY, 

the first ever modelling the ISSR society

Officially and in practice, the current global socio-economic 

crisis is a consequence of the neoliberal monopolism abusing 

market and democracy; it is endangering the survival of 

humankind on the planet Earth. 

We brief measures against this danger and suggests it to be 

replaced by the innovative sustainable socially responsible 

(ISSR) society.
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The United Nations’ Sustainable Development 

Goals and several more documents & practices

→ global and local bases for an innovative sustainable 

socially responsible (ISSR) society, 

including and reaching beyond social responsibility of single 

corporations, other organizations and individuals

These documents do not use the words 'innovative 

sustainable socially responsible society', but we see this 

aim covered indirectly in them. 

We listed some of them in our book in Slovene (Mulej, Rauter, 

Hrast, ed., 2022) in the chapter by Hrast and Mulej, and here.
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Neoliberalism and its crisis

(1) crisis is multi-dimensional, including culture, politics, finances, 

economics, food, ecology, and society; 

(2) growth cannot be put equal to prosperity 

(2.1.) economic growth ≠ citizens’ satisfaction with their life, 

(2.2.) ecological limits, and

(2.3.) inequality and poverty;

(3) quality of life depends on human existing and human having; human 

existing can be measured by (3.1.) well-being, (3.2.) happiness, and 

(3.3.) good life, while human having depends on (3.4.) acquiring of 

richness, (3.5.) business success, and (3.6.) affluence

over six decades the economic growth has neither increased life 

satisfaction in the West nor swept away world’s misery 
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ISSR behavior offers an alternative chance

ISSR behavior must still pass the entire non-technological 

invention-innovation-diffusion process 

to become a prevailing culture, political, social, and economic 

practice instead of neo-liberalism, 

toward more 

- social responsibility (rather than careless behavior), 

- ethics of interdependence (rather than abuse) and 

- requisite holism (rather than one-sidedness). 
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Five basic lines of measures to be undertaken for 

promotion of an ISSR society and hence for 

survival of humankind – 1 
Individuals: to understand and practice, as consumers, to prefer real 

needs over greed, and to prefer suppliers having a well-grounded image 

of innovation, sustainability and social responsibility (ISSR). 

Pressing the organizations for ISSR behavior and society, including 

ISSR behavior into ‘total quality’ criteria.

Organizations, both enterprises of all sizes and others: to understand 

and practice ISSR as a human attribute and businesses’, governments’, 

and NGOs’ strategy that prevents or diminishes, at least, cost resulting 

from dissatisfaction of people and from unhealthy natural environment;

Accepting the people’s pressure and pressing government for ISSR 

behavior 
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Measures – 2 

Country and other governments: to understand and practice that the 

public sector, as a whole, is the biggest customer and can therefore 

include in its procurement preconditions the unavoidable precondition:

any organization from the public sector (from kindergarten to 

government offices and army, etc.) may be supplied only by suppliers 

that can prove to be the very top in the combination of 

(1) ISSR behavior, 

(2) innovation = the top business excellence and total quality of its 

supplies and its business practices = ‘systemic quality’ = systemic 

synergy of suitable prices, pay-role, labor conditions, development 

funds, technical and commercial quality, innovativeness, services 

range offered, sustainable care for its natural environment and other 

contents of ISSR in ISO 26.000, 

(3) attainment of the same attributes with its own suppliers and their 

care for the same attributes of their own suppliers. 7



Measures – 3 

International community and its authorities: understand and practice 

efforts to add (to the international law, which is not obligatory and can 

therefore not be enforced except by agreement, especially concerning 

the multinational corporations), (1) ISSR society, (2) world peace, and 

(3) the basic human rights; only these three topics may be the role of 

the world-democracy including the world government made of very 

honest and ISSR persons with no abuse of their influence.

Scientists and educators (including public media and churches): 

create and teach values, culture, ethics, and norms, and methods 

supportive of ISSR and Requisitely Holistic behavior as human 

attributes and organizational vision, politics, strategy, tactics and daily 

practice, not limited to enterprises.
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Measures - 4

the economic and social theory should stop seeing the only dilemma 

in either market or central planning, and 

the engineering and natural sciences should stop seeing the only 

important factor in the technological innovation. The latter depends on 

preconditions that result from non-technological innovations.

In addition, the economic theory, prevailing now, is – unfortunately –

based on contribution by William Nordhaus (Nobel Prize, because he 

integrated climate change in the long-term macro-economic analysis);

- now it is clear that his suppositions have been wrong and made his 

DICE model deadly dangerous for humankind. 

DICE model is neither requisitely holistic nor providing an ISSR society, 

but belated reactions of humankind to the sustainability crisis, which is 

part of the very dangerous lack of the ISSR society.
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The three attributes and seven principles of social 

responsibility (in IS0 26000) – 1 

awareness that ISSR Society is the way out from the current – long-

term – global and local and individual socio-economic crisis, and a 

precondition of humankind’s survival rather than self-destruction. 

Europe is said to be the most sustainable continent, but Europe spends 

natural resources like possessing almost three planets Earth rather than 

one only, anyway

this is a crisis of affluence of the richer 15 % (who covered all their real 

needs), and of unacceptably poor life of the other 85 % of humankind

Responsibility for one’s influences on society

Interdependence

Holistic approach
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ISO 26000 – 2 

seven principles of social responsibility. 

They must be stressed, because they are necessary, but too poorly 

practiced under neoliberalism that abuses the free market and 

democracy by business monopolies

• Accountability;

• Transparency;

• Ethical behavior;

• Respect for interests of stakeholders;

• Respect for the rule of law;

• Respect for the international norms;

• Respect for human rights.
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From sustainable development to sustainable 

current time and behavior and future for ISSR 

society
about one half of the current global GDP depends on nature;

its availability and quality depends on innovation and  sustainability, 

reaching beyond the concept of sustainable development, even beyond 

the concept of sustainable FUTURE

to cover ISSR BEHAVIOR of all of us billions of humans living now, our 

children and grandchildren, etc., to enable humankind’s survival

on this beautiful, but LIMITED PLANET EARTH

In practice, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT concept HAS NOT favored 

health by prevention of the need for medication over development of 

medical facilities; etc.; practice differs from documents’ proclamations

ENVIRONMENTAL problems = MENTAL problems
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EU: Key documents and policies about SR

• A renewed EU strategy 2011-14 for corporate social responsibility

• Action plan on human rights and democracy (2015-2019)

• Communication on the next steps for a sustainable European Future

• Reflection paper: towards a sustainable Europe by 2030

• Directive 2014/95/EU on non-financial reporting

• United Nations global compact

• United Nations guiding principles on business and human Rights

• UN 2030 agenda for sustainable development

• ISO 26000 guidance standard on social responsibility

• OECD guidelines for multinational enterprises

• OECD due diligence guidance for responsible business conduct

• Social policy principles for multinational enterprises
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https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52011DC0681
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/eu-policy/action-plan-human-rights-and-democracy-2015-2019_en
https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/sites/devco/files/communication-next-steps-sustainable-europe-20161122_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/publications/reflection-paper-towards-sustainable-europe-2030_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0095
http://www.unglobalcompact.org/
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda/
https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-social-responsibility.html
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne/
http://mneguidelines.oecd.org/OECD-Due-Diligence-Guidance-for-Responsible-Business-Conduct.pdf
http://www.ilo.org/empent/Publications/WCMS_094386/lang--en/index.htm


‘CSREurope’s’ & UNO‘s & our Calls → ISSR S. – 1 

Staying Together, Staying Ahead of Our Time; social responsibility is a 

shared challenge for business, governments and all stakeholders

it is time for brave climate-related measures. If humans do not limit the 

global warming to 1,5 o C beyond the preindustrial level, the climate 

crisis will become a permanent catastrophe. 

The long-term ambition is accepted by countries covering about two 

thirds of the global economy. 

Concrete actions are still in process and insufficient, although several

governments, banks, local communities and private enterprises 

accepted their obligation to attain zero net emissions by 2050 and 

crucially revise their business models.
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‘CSR Europe’s’ & UNO‘s & our Calls → ISSR S. – 2 

They must realize their accepted obligations to provide and 

mobilize a hundred billion USD a year in order to

• double the current level of climate financing;

• use a half of the climate financing for adaptation;

• stop international financing of coal;

• redirect subsidies from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources.

UNO urges everybody to define their ambitious goals and policies, 

addressing climate change, protection of biodiversity, ending the 

humankind’s war against nature, and working more to attain objectives 

of sustainable development. There will be a lot of hard work, needing 

solidarity and hope and courage around the world.

WE: human selfishness → ISSR behavior in the concept and practice of 

total quality – along with presented 5 lines of measures
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International documents to make the world green

Several international documents help us to transform world to become 

sustainable for future generations too. Some of them are: 

• The Paris Agreement - a legally binding international treaty on 

climate change (to limit global warming to well below 2, preferably to 

1.5 degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels), 

• UN 17 SDG’s for transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for SD, 

• A European Green Deal: EU to be the first climate-neutral continent, 

Links: https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-

green-deal_en

https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-

paris-agreement

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/index.php?menu=122
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https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda
https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/european-green-deal_en
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/index.php?menu=122



